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The replacement for the elderly Victory class Carrier, Starfleet’s Independence class was 
to be the nucleus of its tactically-oriented forces, helping hold the line against any and 
all threats.  With the outbreak of the Four Years War, it ended up becoming more than 
that - earning a reputation as one of the most important (and underrated) classes of the 
early 23rd Century. 
 
During that conflict, various classes from the diminutive Mercury to the gargantuan 
Yorktown beat back the Romulan Imperial Navy.  Daedalus even staged a surprise 
comeback from obscurity to become a major player on the front lines.  Starfighters 
proved to be the surprise weapon that gave Starfleet the edge they needed to stay in 
the fight.  Despite some early setbacks, including the destruction of Starbase 
11/annihilation of the 5th Fleet and the destruction of the Sector 5B mining complex, the 
Thunderbolt class quickly became a potent warfighting tool, especially so in the hands 
of a skilled pilot and contributed to several subsequent victories.   
 
700 survived the war and 657 remained in service at the time Starfleet established a 
dedicated command to oversee their operation in 2218.  Moving in to the Class I era, 
the fighters held their own and operated well alongside newer starship classes entering 
service. The same could not be said for Victory however.  The product of an era where 
rigid construction & engineering philosophies and technological ‘arrogance’ (leading to 
over engineering) reigned supreme, the effort required to bring the lumbering leviathans 
up to something of a comparable standard was mostly insurmountable.  If Starfleet 
wanted to continue to leverage the advantages of its starfighter force, there was no 
question that they would need to field a new Carrier. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Given that time was a consideration and several projects (including development of the 
Pyotr Velikiy (CA 1670) class) were currently in the works, the ASDB reached back and 
took design inspiration for this new project--codenamed Independence--from the NX 
class.  Utilizing new, Class I-specific components, they maintained the familiar 
saucer/catamaran relationship, but inverted the warp nacelles so they now hung below 
the saucer instead of above and behind.   
 
The now-familiar secondary hull was also directly integrated with the saucer.  The primary 
reason for this was to facilitate smoother small craft operations. Decks 8 and 9 were 
given over entirely to hangar space, making it the largest such bay featured on a 
starship to that point.  Launch and recovery operations could be facilitated through one 
of two doors set into the saucer’s leading edge, or the massive clamshell doors aft. 
Ideally though, they would function in a ‘through-deck’ arrangement, launching from 
one end of the bay and being recovered through the other.  In the center, 12 large 
elevator platforms permitted easy movement of craft from the ‘launch’ level, down to a 
separate bay of equal size (occupying decks 10 and 11) used for storage and 
maintenance and accessible through the aft doors. Equipment lockers and personnel 
lifts lined the port and starboard bulkheads while auxiliary control stations were situated 
forward. 
 
The total embarked craft capacity of Independence was half that of Victory--36 instead 
of 72--but the projected sortie rate able to be generated was more than 
double.  Additionally, this was the first class to embark the new D-17 class Attack 
Fighter.  A completely modernized replacement for Thunderbolt, bleeding-edge 
weaponry, an unheard-of deflector shield system and a good dash speed (Warp 3) 
more than made up for the cut in capacity. 



 
As with other ships of this type, there were no science or other exploratory 
accoutrements and the personnel accommodations, while not as spartan as most 
Destroyers, were still rather basic compared to larger Cruisers.  Cargo capacity was an 
important consideration as Independence would need to have weapons stores and 
spare parts on hand for her small craft compliment as well as space for any cargo 
needed to be transported by shuttle or courier.  The compliment was rather small 
considering her overall size, just 203 officers and crew, extra berthing space and 
accompanying facilities given over to pilots and ground troops or passengers. 
 
The MX-5 fire control system was standard of course.  With Independence, it was 
particularly important.  Due to advances in circumferential FTL propulsion, there was no 
longer a need to mount the warp field governor externally as on NX.  Here, it was 
replaced by a long cylindrical weapons pod containing 4 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
(2 fore/aft).  2 more were present at their customary location in the bridge module, 
proving as on Yorktown, that Starfleet still placed a premium on heavy firepower.  That 
notwithstanding, directed-energy weapons still ruled the day.  Here, they took the form 
of dual-mount phase banks at 8 locations--6 in the saucer and 2 in the secondary 
hull.  This put Independence ahead of Detroyat (DH 1100) and just behind Pyotr Velikiy in 
terms of raw firepower and was a major factor behind Starfleet’s deployment of the 
class during the subsequent conflict with the Klingons. 
 
Starfleet’s focus on building up its front-line forces together with the distribution of 
starfighters amongst selected other classes (like Pyotr Velikiy and later, Surya (FF 1850) & 
Coventry (FH 1230)) gave them greater leeway and allowed them to deploy their 
Carriers in a more deliberate, targeted manner.  Independence then, didn’t receive its 
baptism of fire until November of 2247, a full year after the outbreak of hostilities. 
 
In that month, the Yeager (CVL 1591) and fighters of the 20th Attack Group were 
assigned to escort the Minsk (TTH 1649) to Nozseca VIII.  A lush, tropical world, it became 
home to a Starfleet listening post and a small support squadron.  Though both had 
survived Klingon probing attempts that occurred in an almost predictable cadence, by 
late 2247, it became clear to those in the Admiralty that the planet would eventually be 
overrun.  Minsk towed 4 containers laden with over a million metric tons of supplies 
including foodstuffs, medical supplies, spare parts for the phase cannons and shield 
generators protecting the post as well as additional cannons & generators to reinforce 
its position. 
 
Accompanying the Yeager and Minsk was a Pyotr Velikiy trio (Pyotr Velikiy, Nicholas II, St 
Vincent) along with a squadron each of Kiaga (DD 820) class Destroyers and Coventry 
class Heavy Frigates.  Departing Starfleet’s sprawling base at Thranstor, they arrived in 
the Nozseca system in the nick of time.  The IKDF had swarmed the area with 3 Cruiser 
squadrons (all D-7), already destroying several ships supporting the listening post and 
managing to land some ground forces. 
 
Marginally outnumbered, it was hard to tell which element of the Starfleet force was 
having the tougher time.  Though the IKDF hadn’t yet encountered Kiaga or Pyotr Velikiy, 

neither had Starfleet had any experience against the D-7 (whose agility and firepower 
was much improved compared to its predecessor).  Yeager and her fighters nod only 
had these Battlecruisers to deal with, but they also had to contend with a highly volatile 
situation on the ground.  Nearly 9000 troops had managed to surround the listening post 
and were bombarding it and the Starfleet ground forces with heavy artillery--not the 
most ideal conditions in which to make a supply drop.  As it turned out though, Kiaga’s 
superior firepower made up for their lack of numbers and kept the newer Battlecruisers 
at bay.  Operating high up in the atmosphere, the fighters alternated with Yeager, 
conducting airstrikes and then falling back to allow their mothership to bombard Klingon 
positions from orbit.  It took just over 4 bloody hours, but the Klingons were eventually 
vanquished - scoring a major win for Starfleet, but one that came at a sizeable cost - the 
loss of two Destroyers, one Heavy Frigate and the bulk of the lighter ships they came to 
assist.   
 
With these potent small craft filtering out to various other ship types, it was nearly a year 
before Independence saw combat again.  Their next appearance came in August of 
2248 at the Battle of Sector 23-H.  A backwater area of little substantive value, it 
nevertheless had the distinction of providing direct access to several more strategically 
valuable star systems.  Starfleet formed a task force (Task Force Delta) centered around 
their reserve forces and supported by their newest Cruisers and Frigates to hold the 
sector and defeat any incursion.  They also hedged their bets though, assembling a 
smaller battle group centered around the three most potent tools in their arsenal (Kiaga, 
Yorktown (BB 400), Independence) and hiding it in a nearby asteroid field.   
 
This engagement marked a change in tempo for the IKDF, who were unusually 
methodical.  They started off introducing successive waves of small G-1/Sentinel and F-
5/Kuve class ships, hardly a challenge, even for the aged Starfleet combatants.  The 
introduction of a D-4/D’ama squadron changed the calculus very little.  The now aged 
Light Cruiser was about on par with Baton Rouge (despite being markedly older), but still 
proved to be easy pickings for the task force.  The introduction of D-5 and D-6 squadrons 
however are where the odds started to turn against Starfleet.  Not only did the IKDF have 
the advantage of numbers, D-5 and D-6 comfortably outgunned even their newest 
opponents - claiming 4 Frigates and 3 Cruisers. 
 
With their main body suitably bloodied, Starfleet pulled out the stops and sent in their 
battle group.  The 7th Fighter Wing, embarked aboard Scimitar (CVL 1593) and 
Agamemnon (CVL 1594), led the way, providing a screen for the numerous Kiaga and 
Yorktown class ships.  Splitting neatly in half, the battle group attempted to both free its 
sister ships which had become bogged down while at the same time, beating back the 
Klingon heavies.   
 
This proved to be a tough slog that laid bare the increasing unsuitability of phase 
cannons against IKDF defenses.  Attempting to ‘mop up’ the smaller Klingon combatants 
and free the ships that were currently bogged down, electronic warfare systems on the 
Starfleet ships were redirected from the larger Battlecruisers to little effect.  On the 
contrary, this merely hastened what would prove to be a bloody defeat. The starfighters 
could do little to keep the Kiagas from getting picked off one at a time, nor could they 



inflict any meaningful damage on their much larger opponents.  A coordinated photon 
torpedo barrage did claim several D-5s, but the D-6s linked their forward disruptors and 
concentrated their return fire, disabling or destroying another handful of ships.  Once the 
Constitution, then Olympia were partially disabled, it became clear this was a fight 
Starfleet couldn’t win and so the Battleships formed up in a diamond slot formation and 
together with their other assets, attempted to withdraw.   
 
Constitution, Merrimac and Yorktown all fell under withering Klingon fire and it became 
apparent if Olympia did as well, so to would the rest of the Starfleet forces.  What few 
reserve forces remained, led by the Cruisers Moscow (CA 1327) and Tehran (CA 1331) 
charged the Klingon lines and sacrificed themselves to buy Olympia time to restore her 
warp capability.  Once she did, the surviving vessels escaped to the Klaf system. 
 
This defeat, together with the Debacle at Giso in October served as the impetus behind 
a crash development initiative with the goal of fielding a replacement for the 
increasingly ineffective phase cannon.  This would also prove to be a pivotal turning 
point. Though the IKDF employed chemical weapons (chlortheragen) and wiped out 
much of the SFMC’s 7th Marine Division during the Invasion of Rudgur III, Starfleet struck a 
severe logistical blow when they ambushed and destroyed a Klingon supply convoy at 
Kesse in November. 
 
At this point, the IKDF was still on the offensive, though their logistical apparatus was 
beginning to show signs of strain.  They had yet to establish a beachhead in Federation 
space but had been devoting significant attention to both the Webirty and Adhara 
systems. 
 
Webirty in particular was home to a formidable Carrier Battle Group (CBG) lead by the 
Offutt (CVL 1592), its smaller cousins Cheyenne (CVS 1931) and Wellington (CVS 1929) 
and included the Heavy Cruisers Constitution (CH 1700), Republic (CH 1371) and Kongo 
(CH 1710).  They were on routine patrol near Webirty III when a Klingon convoy entered 
the system.  Much larger than previous convoys, this one consisted of 72 total freighters 
and transports and was protected by 2 battle groups consisting largely of D-6 and F-6B 
classes.  Ignoring the fact they were outnumbered, the Carriers and their fighters formed 
up into a defensive screen and advanced on the approaching Klingons. 
 
Knowing that the Klingons liked to press their advantage in numbers and learning from 
their bruising defeat in Sector 23-H, Starfleet sent an entire task force (3 battle groups for 
a total of 162 starships) to reinforce the system, hiding the support squadrons in the 
system’s core (where radiation from the G-type star would mask them from the Klingon 
sensors), while the main body concealed itself on the far side of Webirty III. 
 
Led by an additional 6 Heavy Cruisers (Lexington, Yorktown, Farragut, Excalibur, Exeter 
and Valiant), the task force waited until the Klingons had their allies surrounded before 
they entered the fray, surrounding the convoy and cutting off their escape.  Destroyers 
sliced through the transports and freighters at will while the larger fleet combatants 
joined the Carriers in pressing a fast blitz against their Klingon opponents.  Aided by the 
starfighters that carried out precision strikes on key ship hardpoints, the task force quickly 

gained the upper hand, destroying the convoy and its escorts while also dealing a major 
blow to the IKDF’s offensive in the region. 
 
This setback added to the already daunting logistical challenges the IKDF faced, slowing 
their rate of advance a great deal and contributing to a general lull in fighting. 
 
This proved fortuitous for Starfleet.  In March 2249, their phase cannon replacement--the 
phaser--was certified for fleetwide deployment.  Front-line capital ships cycled through 
the two primary shipyard complexes at Thranstor and Beta Antares.  Carriers and 
Starfighters however, were sent to Ajilon Prime. The facilities at Tanandra Bay weren’t 
quite as extensive but were more than capable of refitting large numbers of small craft 
and comparatively small number of Carriers.  Due to its somewhat more unconventional 
design, the larger Independence class ships were cycled through following their more 
conventional looking Santee class cousins. Refitting the Carrier force here also had the 
positive side effect of quickly getting the SFMC acquainted with the new weaponry and 
enhancing interoperability between the different branches of the service. 
 
With their thrust into the Webirty system soundly thwarted, the Klingons trained their 
attention on Adhara, where they believed a major command and control facility was 
located.  Standing between them and Adhara was Thranstor. A critical failure on the 
part of Imperial Intelligence, the major command and control facility they aimed to 
wipe out was not in the former system, but in the latter. 
 
Thranstor was first surveyed in 2234 and was eventually selected as the site for a major 
industrial base to support future exploration and colonization/expansion efforts.  By 2245, 
major mining, production and fabrication facilities had been established along with a 
Kepler/K-Type Space Station that serviced and supplied the various vessels operating in 
the region.  With the outbreak of war, personnel and assets flooded in and helped to 
establish a major shipbuilding complex in orbit of Thranstor IV.  The K-Type station was 
also augmented by a G-Type station which assumed all command and control 
responsibilities.  By 2249, with the system’s increasing importance, an entire task force 
plus a battle group comprised of reserve forces--over 200 starships--called the system 
home. 
 
Reserve forces were concentrated in the system’s core, tasked with protecting the two 
stations and the shipyard complex while all others were dispersed into squadrons, spread 
amongst the system’s four planets.  The Carriers were separated by type--Independence 
class CVLs were present at Thranstor I, while Santee class CVSs were present at Thranstor 
II. 
 
The Klingon task force than intended to push through and on to Adhara approached 
from the far side of the border, initially detecting only the reserves at the system’s center 
due to extensive sensor masking in place.  Aware that they had the rare advantage of 
numbers in this instance, Starfleet forces proceeded cautiously. They let the Klingons 
proceed to the shipyard and engage their reserves before they deployed three 
squadrons from Thranstor III to lull the Klingons into a false sense of security. 
 



Rearmed with phaser-based weaponry though, that proved hard to do.  While not able 
to defeat deflector shielding with a single barrage, these new weapons punched 
through infinitely faster than their particle-based ancestors and proved impressively 
effective against reinforced armor plating as well. 
 
The battle’s initial stages belonged to Starfleet’s ships-of-the-line which proceeded 
carefully and made extensive use of electronic warfare to keep their Klingon opponents 
confused and off balance.  After tricking the Klingons into thinking that Starfleet forces 
were retreating towards the edge of the system, the Klingons reformed and started to 
move away from the shipyards to give chase.  At this point the trap was sealed. The 
entire Carrier force together with other ships (a total of 5 squadrons worth) moved in 
from Thranstor I and II, completely cutting off any escape route. With their quarry 
surrounded, the battle quickly disintegrated into a vicious melee.  While the starfighters 
fought in something of a coordinated fashion, their motherships--like other ships-of-the-
line--were left to engage multiple ships at once. The Saratoga (CVL 1596) and Dahlgren 
(CVL 1599) held the record during this battle, accumulating 5 individual kills each. 
 
Internal political upheavals--the coup attempt spearheaded by Admiral Kamato and 
the defection of Admiral Komex--slowed the Klingons’ momentum even further, so much 
so that by early 2250, intelligence analysts were commonly giving them 6-9 months 
before they either capitulated or were defeated outright. 
 
Now clearly in control, Starfleet focused on the IKDF’s biggest pain point--their logistical 
apparatus.  WIth their advantage of numerical superiority all but gone, eliminating their 
logistical apparatus would seriously hamper, if not altogether halt, their continued ability 
to fight.  To that end, Starfleet committed most of its Shuttlecarrier and electronic 
warfare force along with all its Heavy Frigates to eliminate the IKDF supply base on the 
distant world of Karag (142 light years from the staging area at Cestus).  The journey was 
long (3 months) and the fighting was bloody (as it had been at Sinbad IV), but the battle 
was eventually won.  
 
On the journey home, this force joined up with a separate one headed towards the 
world of Grank.  Following Kamato’s coup (in which his forces absconded with an 
estimated 55% of the IKDF fleet) and taking attrition into account, the IKDF could only 
marshal a single task force (162 ships) for offensive operations.  All others were deployed 
defensively, protecting the naval base at Kolm-An as well as the home system (Kronos). 
 
For the Grank operation, Starfleet assembled a task force of its own as well as an 
aggressor squadron made up of captured Klingon ships and crewed by volunteers.  All 
told, this was one of the few battles where Starfleet had clear numerical superiority. After 
transferring force composition and positional data to the rest of the task force, the 
aggressor squadron struck the first blow with a coordinated disruptor and photon 
torpedo salvo before veering off and allowing the Carriers to enter the area.  The 
Independence, Yeager, Scimitar and Concorde fired off a further 3 torpedo salvos, 
knocking out the warp engines and sensors of several ships before fighters from the 4th 
and 9th Attack Wings rushed the field.  Performing precision strikes, they softened up 

various targets for the Frigates and other capital ships that encircled and subsequently 
eviscerated the Klingons. 
 
With the victories at Karag and now Grank, it was only a matter of time now before 
Starfleet could end the war on their terms.  Their final target was the IKDF’s massive naval 
base at Kolm-An. Comparable in size and function to their own base at Thranstor, it was 
defended by 5 Z-4 class Space Stations (roughly the same size as Starfleet’s G-Type) and 
over 400 warships deployed in 3 layers. 
 
Here, Starfleet’s one and only objective was to inflict as much damage as possible by 
any means necessary.  To that end, they marshalled 80% of their active forces (with the 
remaining 20% assigned to system defense or similar duties) giving them a clear 2:1 
numerical superiority.  The resulting order of battle going into Kolm-An was similar to that 
at Grank with a few changes, to account for the larger number of ships/different asset 
mix employed.  
 
Extensive use of photon torpedoes while traveling at warp allowed the armada to easily 
penetrate the system’s periphery and drop to impulse at the Klingon’s middle defensive 
layer.  Here, the force split into two. The Carriers scrambled their starfighters and 
engaged IKDF warships with their Frigate and Destroyers comrades while the Cruisers 
and Battleships engaged and attempted to capture the space stations. 
 
Superior numbers were key to Starfleet escaping with only moderate losses (4 Kearsarge 
class CAs, 4 Loknar class FFs, 3 Detroyat class DHs, 3 Marklin class DHs).  Unfortunately, 
MARSOC operators discovered self-destruct packages on each of the stations, forcing 
them to hastily evacuate with what little intelligence they could collect.  With the IKDF’s 
entire contingent of warships eliminated and Starfleet’s access to their space stations 
thwarted, all that remained was the planet itself.  
 
The only Class M world in the resource-rich Karregheni star system, it added an 
agricultural dimension to the large-scale mining and shipbuilding operations the IKDF 
established.  Had the system not been located so deep inside Klingon space, annexing it 
could’ve been a possible option and would’ve proved to be a major intelligence coup. 
Deploying ground troops with the aim of capturing all available intelligence was a viable 
option, however the Klingon proclivity towards employing chemical and biological 
weapons (that wiped out the 7th Marine Division at Rudgur III) made that a non-starter 
among the admiralty.  Therefore, after encircling the planet, Starfleet forces executed 
General Order 24, exterminating all life and decimating the surface and atmosphere.  
 
Despite the nearly three-decade gap in time (and all the advances/developments that 
occured in that time span), analysts and historians in some quarters postulated that had 
the planet been captured and intelligence taken, Starfleet would not have had to 
launch the ill-fated Operation Dixie. 
 
These issues aside, the fleet’s Carrier doctrine evolved rapidly in the years immediately 
following the war.  Larger, more powerful and not featuring any of the same drawbacks 
(such as centralized fuel storage) of its smaller Santee class sibling, Independence 



remained on the front lines in a defensive/deterrent role.  With the introduction of the 
even larger Yorktown (CV 2000) class Fleet Carrier in 2253, Independence shifted from 
deploying in/as part of Carrier Strike Groups (CSGs) to undertaking dedicated anti-
piracy and counterterrorism operations.   
 
The introduction of the Class G/’Voyager’ class Heavy Shuttle a year prior though, in 
2252, represented a marked change in overall Carrier and small craft operations.  Even 
in its baseline variant, the astronics package was a quantum leap compared anything 
produced thus far, incorporating both ELINT and ECM-ECCM systems in addition to 
standard long-range sensors and communications equipment.  Thus, small craft loadouts 
became more diverse. A typical Independence loadout comprised 24 D-7 class Attack 
Fighters, 6 Class F Standard Shuttles and 6 Class G Heavy Shuttles.  Not only did this allow 
these Carriers to undertake a full spectrum of operations, it allowed them to respond 
more effectively to specialized ones. 
 
In addition to anti-piracy/counterterrorism operations, Independence operated 
extensively with Akula (DH 4700) class ships in the surveillance role - Akula’s already 
impressive sensor range augmented by the small craft of Independence.  Following the 
Battle of Icarus IV in 2266, Starfleet elected to finally replace the old, asteroid-based 
Earth Outpost Stations along the Romulan Neutral Zone with the comparatively more 
advanced Foxtrot series Outposts.  With construction being both long and laborious, the 
Admiralty determined that the Independence/Akula pairing (augmented by selected 

other assets) perfect for both maintaining a persistent surveillance capability along with 
providing both support and security to the construction efforts. 
 
While its newer, larger compatriots like Federation and Yorktown squared off against the 
Klingons and Kzinti respectively, Independence remained a defensive bulwark.  With the 
completion of the last Foxtrot outpost in early 2276, the class’ service on the front lines 
was beginning to wind down.  Larger Fleet Carriers gradually began to be 
complimented by an imposing assortment of Strike Cruisers and Dreadnoughts--all 
featuring linear drive--while the uprating of the Lancer and Surya classes (to form 
Okinawa and Knox respectively) gave way to strength in numbers and a more 
multifaceted supporting capability.   
 
In 2275, Starfleet introduced the Casablanca class (CVL 1880) to replace 
Independence.  By mid 2277, the class was available in quantity and Independence 
herself was removed from front line service.  With Santee only having a single example 
relegated to training, Starfleet Command made the notable move to convert all their 
larger CVLs to training vessels, allowing the Victory class Roger Young to finally be retired 
as well as additional Training Wings (the 5th, 7th, 9th and 12th) to be established.   All 
ships were formally retired in 2297 and aside from Independence herself (which was 
refitted for inclusion in the Fleet Museum), they were scrapped over a 5-year period from 
2299-2304. 
	
	

	 	



	

	 	

Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 
 
 
 

Independence 
Light Carrier 
 
2237-2297 
 
270m 
127m 
60m 
23 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

490,000 metric tons 
 
203 

Armament 
 
 
 
 

Defense Systems 

8 Phase Banks (2237-49) 
8 Type VI Phaser Banks (2249-97) 
 
6 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 425,000 terrajoules 
 
Standard Monotanium Double Hull 



	

	 	



	

	 	



Editor’s Annotations 
 

Independence is typical of some of my recent Class I-era efforts—a long-form revision that expands upon the background of the specific class and its design while also integrating it 
into my larger overall narrative for the period, namely the Four Years War.  Like Santee, I didn’t have Independence quite so involved in combat (at least when I wrote my 
Surya/Coventry history – what I derive everything from), but it did make a small handful of appearances.  The bulk of its service history doesn’t differ a whole lot either from what I’ve 
written elsewhere, at least until about the last ¼ or so of the text.   

At Kolm-An, I speculated that if Starfleet forces were able to capture the Klingon space stations, the intelligence they would’ve gained would’ve eliminated the need for the ill-
fated Operation Dixie (perhaps by way of a ‘backdoor’ or something into the Klingon intelligence network).  Then I go on to talk about the post-war entry of the Class G Heavy 
Shuttle and how that represented a significant change in operational doctrine when it came to small craft.  Writing out the 4YW history, this is something that always irritated me to a 
degree—Starfleet’s Carriers operated fighters and fighters only.  There were no electronic warfare craft, nothing specialized like you see with the Carrier Air Wings in Navies of today, 
nothing that could’ve added some more depth or variety to my 4YW history.  Oh well I guess. 

I was also slightly befuddled when it came to Independence’s post-war history.  You have to remember, that as I have it, the 2250s and 60s really have Starfleet finally coming into its 
own at all levels of shipbuilding, classes entering service to fill every conceivable niche (or most of them).  Then I recalled the outpost issue along the Romulan Neutral Zone.  After 
the events of “Balance of Terror” in 2266, I have Starfleet electing to replace the old Earth Outpost Stations with newer, more sophisticated and more powerful outposts.  So, to 
maintain a perisistent surveillance capability and dissuade any further incursions, I have Independence joining Akula (the fleet’s “Wild Weasel”) in patrol operations here. 

Consigning the whole class to training duty once its replacement came into service was a completely random though I ran with that happened to tie things up good (as I had 
Santee still pulling convoy escort duty well into the Linear Warp era) as well. 
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